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Name of the Stakeholder: Student Academic Year: 2019 -2020

The feedback is collected and analyzedat college academic meetings in the institution. student feedback
above 75%o is considered as positive feedback and below that as a averagefeedback and we are working
for the improvement.

S.

No QUESTIONS Feedback
/Concern

o,f./o

Consensus Action to be taken

1
Rate the relevance of
curriculum syllabus to course

V. GOOD 93.75 Sustain consistent production by
maintaining ri gororrs nracfines

2
Rate the extent of syllabus
covered in the class Excellent 97.50

Ensure advanced coverage ofthe syllabus,
allowing ample time for revision and
identifting students who may need
additional support.

J
Rate the usage of teaching
aids in the class by faculty to
facilitate teaching.

Excellent 95.00
We will keep up with the pace of the most
advanced tools and will use them in the
dynamic environment of AMR.

4
Rate the offering of the
elective in terms of relevancy
to the curriculum.

V. GOOD 93.7s We'll strive to offer more electives.

5

Rate the size of the syllabus in
terms of the load of the
student.

V. GOOD 93.7s
We don't have much power overlfie
curriculum. However, we will advise the
university in light of the comments.

6

Rate the out of the class room
learning (Guest lectures,
seminars, workshops, value
added programs, conferences

V. GOOD 92.50
We are coordinating with visiting
professors to give guest lectures at our
institution

7
Rate the Transparency in the
assessment processes Excellent 95.00

The suggestions are welcome. gy taking
into account the academic complaints
submitted by students in the suggestion
box,

8
Rate the promptness in
evaluating the answer scripts V. GOOD 91.25

Maintain caution and expedite the
examination of answer sheets.

9

Rate the opportunity for
students to participate in
internship, student exchange
and field visit

V. GOOD 93.75
To facilitate field trips for our students,
we are collaborating with various
companies.

l0 Rate the opportunities in the
college for research activities. V. GOOD 92.50

Positioning research as the initial stagp of
innovation, we will continue providing
more opportunities for individuals to
gg!{qgtresearch. \
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ACTION TAKEN REPORT

Academic Year: 2019-2020

Name of the Stakehotder: Alumni

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni
feedback above 75% is considered as positive feedback and below that as a averuge feedback and we are
working for the improvement.

S.

No QUESTIONS
Feedback
/Concern

o//o
Consensus Action to be taken

I
How appropriate is the curriculum
and syllabus content for your
placement/trigher education?

Excellent 97
We'll maintain our current level
of diligence to ensure consistent
performance and outcomes

2
Rate Experiential learning of the
course V. GOOD 91

We will enhance experiential
education to produce better
results

,J Rate the transparency of the
academic processes of the institute V. GOOD 94

We'llkeep striving for
excellence.

4
Rate the availability of relevant
reading materials and digital
resources in the library.

V.GOOD 86
Maintain the current method of
action for optimal quality.

5
Rate co-curricular activities
arranged during your study period Excellent 97

We will enhance the alumni
comments and take their
suggestions into consideration.

6

Rate the Academic initiatives
undertaken for the benefit of
students.

V. GOOD 9l For the benefit of the students,
we shall proceed as before.

7
Rate the improvement of your
inter and intra personal skills
during your study period.

V. GOOD 9t
Maintain the same structure in
planning to ensure consistent
results.

8
Rate the usefulness of institute-
industry tie ups V. GOOD 91

Continue current practices for
the benefit of the students.

9
Rate the training and placement
support in the curriculum V. GOOD 9t

Maintain the same course of
action during on-campus
student interviews.

t0 Rate the learning support
ambience of the college Excellent

/\
97

Maintain the current
atmosphere \
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ACTION TAKEN REPORT

Name of the Stakeholder: Faculty

The feedback is collected and analyzedat college academic meetings in the institution. Faculty feedback
above 75Yo is considered as positive feedback and below that as a average feedback and we are working
for the improvement.
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Academic Year: 2019-2020
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S. No QUESTTONS
Feedback
/Concern

o/,to

Consensus Action to be taken

1
Rate the course content
present in syllabus V. GOOD 93

Our curriculum aligns with the latest
engineering advancements to equip
students with in-demand skills for
employment

2
Rate the Relevance of
text book and reference
book

V. GOOD 90
Encourage the use of textbooks for students
to review and reinforce lessons, facilitating
the retention of course material.

J
Rate the updated
concepts in the
curriculum

Excellent 95
We encourage and give a free hand to
teachers to come up with updated concepts.

4
Rate the relevance of
practical content to
theory

V. GOOD 88
We'll maintain our current level of
diligence to ensure consistent performance
and outcomes.

5
The course outcome is
well defined and clear Excellent 97

We can give collective suggestions only on
curriculum design to achieve clear and
well-defined outcomes but, we cannot do
individually

6
Rate the effectiveness of
curriculum to face
competitive exams

V. GOOD 90
Ensure regular placement classes to prepare
for competitive exams.

7
Rate the relevance of the
industry needs Excellent 97

Establish regular interactions with
industries to secure intemships focused on
advanced technolosv content.

8

Rate the freedom to
propose, modify,
suggest and incorporate
new topics in the
syllabus through proper
forum

V. GOOD 90
We cannot modifr the syllabus as we are
affiliated to JNTUK, we follow the
curriculum designed by the university

9

Rate the relevance of the
curriculum to the society
needs

V. GOOD 90
We give collective suggestions on
curriculum design to achieve clear and
well-defined outcomes

l0
Rate the opportunities
for employment and
entrepreneurship

V. GOOD 93 We encourage students to learn innovative
technologies, products, hnd services
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ACTION TAKEN REPORT

Academic Year: 2019-2020
)

Name of the Stakeholder: Employer

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution, Employer
feedback above 75%ois considered as positive feedback and below that as a average feedback and we are
working for the improvement.

S.

No QUESTIONS
Feedback
/Concern

o//o
Consensus

Action to be taken

I
Rate the Technical
knowledge and skills of the
student

V. GOOD 90
We'll maintain our current level of
diligence to ensure consistent
performance and outcomes

2
Rate the student ability to
work in teams V. GOOD 90

Enhancing teamwork through extra
activities cultivates profi cient team
players

a
J

Rate the offering of electives
in relation to technological
advancements.

V. GOOD 93

In response to feedback, we aim to
motivate students to select electives
aligned with advanced technology in
the curriculum.

4
Rate the communication
skills of the students GOOD 83 Incorporate soft skills and leadership

classes.

5

Rate your level and
satisfaction with teaching /
learning facilities provided by
the college

V. GOOD 90
Working for better learning facilities
by providing advanced laboratories,
digital library etc.

6
Rate the students managerial
and leadership qualities Excellent 97 To include soft skills and leadership

progrzrms.

7

Rate the training and
placement support in
curriculum

v. GooD 87
We will continue the rigor in
conducting training programs to the
eligible students

8
Rate the relevance of the
curriculum for employability V. GOOD 90

We are providing additional add-on
courses & CRT classes for eligible
students to increase employability
skills

9
Rate the student's ability to
learn and mould themselves
in the industrial practices

Excellent 97
Industry institute partnership facilities
students to leam and mould
themselves in the industrial practices

10
Overall impression about the
college V. GOOD 90

Working for better learning ambience
by providing advanced laboratories,
dieital librarv
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